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Play Therapy basisPlay Therapy basis

•• Children are Children are notnot miniature adults!miniature adults!

•• Children must be understood from a developmental Children must be understood from a developmental 
perspective.perspective.

•• Natural medium of communication is play and activity.Natural medium of communication is play and activity.

•• Through play, children learn what no one can teach them. Through play, children learn what no one can teach them. 

•• Play bridges the gap between concrete experience and Play bridges the gap between concrete experience and 
abstract thoughts (Piaget).abstract thoughts (Piaget).

•• Through play, children reThrough play, children re--organize their experiences. organize their experiences. 

(Landreth, 2002)

What is Play?What is Play?

•• Play is Play is essentialessential for childrenfor children’’s healthy development. s healthy development. 

•• A major function of play is to change what may be A major function of play is to change what may be 
unmanageable in reality to manageable situations unmanageable in reality to manageable situations 
through symbolic representation.through symbolic representation.

•• Play is a childPlay is a child’’s attempt to organize her experiences ad s attempt to organize her experiences ad 
personal world. personal world. 

•• Playing outPlaying out experiences and feelings: a natural dynamic experiences and feelings: a natural dynamic 
selfself--healing process. healing process. 

•• Play is the childPlay is the child’’s language. Toys are their words!s language. Toys are their words!

(Landreth, 2002)

Principles for Principles for 
relating to relating to 

childrenchildren
•• Children are not miniature adults. Children are not miniature adults. 

•• Children are people who experience deep emotional Children are people who experience deep emotional 
pain and joy.pain and joy.

•• Children are unique and worthy of respect.Children are unique and worthy of respect.

•• Children are resilient.Children are resilient.

•• Children have an inherent tendency toward growth Children have an inherent tendency toward growth 
and maturity.and maturity.

•• Children are capable of positive selfChildren are capable of positive self--direction. direction. 

•• ChildrenChildren’’s natural language is play. s natural language is play. 

•• Children have a right to remain silent. Children have a right to remain silent. 

•• Children will take the therapeutic experience to where Children will take the therapeutic experience to where 
they need to be. they need to be. 

•• ChildrenChildren’’s growth can not be speeded up. s growth can not be speeded up. 

(Landreth, 2002, p.54)

ChildChild--centered play centered play 
therapytherapy

•• Therapeutic conditions for growth.Therapeutic conditions for growth.

•• Being real. Being genuine. Being versus doing. Being real. Being genuine. Being versus doing. 

•• Warm and caring acceptance.Warm and caring acceptance.

•• Sensitive understanding. Not evaluation. Sensitive understanding. Not evaluation. 
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Therapeutic Therapeutic 
relationshiprelationship

•• ““I donI don’’t know enought know enough”” said the scarecrowsaid the scarecrow…… ““My My 
head is stuffed with strawhead is stuffed with straw…… ImIm going to Oz to ask him going to Oz to ask him 
for some brains.for some brains.””

•• ““O, I see,O, I see,”” said the Tin Woodman. said the Tin Woodman. ““But after all, But after all, 
brains are not the best things in the world.brains are not the best things in the world.””

•• ““Do you have any?Do you have any?””

•• ““No, my head is quite emptyNo, my head is quite empty…… but once I had brains but once I had brains 
and a heart also. So, having tried them both, I much and a heart also. So, having tried them both, I much 
rather have a heart.rather have a heart.””

The Wizard of Oz (Baum , 1956)

•• ““When we focus on the problem, we loose sight of the When we focus on the problem, we loose sight of the 
childchild”” (p. 85) (p. 85) 

•• Warm, caring, genuine interest.Warm, caring, genuine interest.

•• Full acceptance: therapist does not wish the child were Full acceptance: therapist does not wish the child were 
different. different. 

•• Create safe and protective space. And permissiveness. Create safe and protective space. And permissiveness. 

•• Believe in childBelieve in child’’s capacity to act responsibly. s capacity to act responsibly. 

•• Establishes only therapeutic limits necessary to anchor Establishes only therapeutic limits necessary to anchor 
session in reality.session in reality.

(Landreth, 2002)

FocusFocus

Focus onFocus on……

•• Person of the child Person of the child 

•• PresentPresent

•• FeelingsFeelings

•• UnderstandingUnderstanding

•• AcceptingAccepting

•• ChildChild’’s directions direction

•• Childs wisdomChilds wisdom

Instead ofInstead of……

•• ProblemProblem

•• PastPast

•• Thoughts or actsThoughts or acts

•• ExplainingExplaining

•• CorrectingCorrecting

•• Therapist's instructionsTherapist's instructions

•• Therapist knowledgeTherapist knowledge

Facilitating growthFacilitating growth
•• Belief in the childBelief in the child

•• Respect for the childRespect for the child

•• Acceptance of the childAcceptance of the child

•• Hearing the inner childHearing the inner child

•• Acceptance of childAcceptance of child’’s wills will

•• Focus on the childFocus on the child’’s needss needs

•• Freedom for the child to set her own directionFreedom for the child to set her own direction

•• Opportunity for the child to make choicesOpportunity for the child to make choices

•• Respect for the childRespect for the child’’s boundariess boundaries

•• Patience with the processPatience with the process

Goals of therapyGoals of therapy
•• Develop a more positive selfDevelop a more positive self--conceptconcept

•• Assume greater selfAssume greater self--responsibilityresponsibility

•• Become more selfBecome more self--directingdirecting

•• Become more selfBecome more self--acceptingaccepting

•• Become more selfBecome more self--reliantreliant

•• Engage in selfEngage in self--determined decision makingdetermined decision making

•• Experience a feeling of controlExperience a feeling of control

•• Become sensitive to the process of copingBecome sensitive to the process of coping

•• Develop an internal source of evaluationDevelop an internal source of evaluation

•• Become more trusting of selfBecome more trusting of self

Toy recommendationToy recommendation

•• Create a therapeutic environment: A wellCreate a therapeutic environment: A well--planned and planned and 
organized space is very important (especially true for organized space is very important (especially true for 
distressed and traumatized children). distressed and traumatized children). 

•• Orderly and PredictableOrderly and Predictable

•• Allow for Messiness & Ease of Clean UpAllow for Messiness & Ease of Clean Up
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Criteria for toy Criteria for toy 
selectionselection

•• Allow for exploration of real life experiences including culturaAllow for exploration of real life experiences including cultural l 
values, traditions and rolesvalues, traditions and roles

•• Facilitate contact with the child by gaining the child's interesFacilitate contact with the child by gaining the child's interest and t and 
attentionattention

•• Permit reality testing/limit settingPermit reality testing/limit setting

•• Provide the opportunity for development of selfProvide the opportunity for development of self--controlcontrol

•• Facilitate exploration of the self and othersFacilitate exploration of the self and others

•• Allow children to express their needs symbolically (without any Allow children to express their needs symbolically (without any 
need for verbalization)need for verbalization)

•• Provide for expression of a wide range of feelingsProvide for expression of a wide range of feelings

•• Provide opportunities for insight/selfProvide opportunities for insight/self--understandingunderstanding

•• Allow for creative expressionAllow for creative expression

•• Toys should also be durable, simple, and easy to Toys should also be durable, simple, and easy to 
operate, allow for success & are funoperate, allow for success & are fun

•• REMINDER: TOYS SHOULD BE SELECTED, REMINDER: TOYS SHOULD BE SELECTED, 
NOT COLLECTEDNOT COLLECTED

Categories of ToysCategories of Toys

•• RealReal--life and Nurturing: life and Nurturing: Doll family, doll house, baby Doll family, doll house, baby 
bottle, variety of puppets, animal families, cars, bottle, variety of puppets, animal families, cars, 
money, cash, register, kitchen, food, medical kit, money, cash, register, kitchen, food, medical kit, 
phone, etc.phone, etc.

•• ActingActing--out, Aggressive, Scary Toys (or not?): out, Aggressive, Scary Toys (or not?): oBopoBop
bag, toy soldiers, guns (colored plasticbag, toy soldiers, guns (colored plastic--not real not real 
looking!), scary/aggressive puppets and animals looking!), scary/aggressive puppets and animals 
(alligator, shark, etc), rubber knife, foam sword, (alligator, shark, etc), rubber knife, foam sword, 
handcuffs, etc.handcuffs, etc.

•• Creative expression and emotional release: Creative expression and emotional release: Sand, Sand, 
water, paints, craft materials, clay, musical water, paints, craft materials, clay, musical 
instruments, magic wand, dressinstruments, magic wand, dress--up clothes, etc.up clothes, etc.
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Multicultural issuesMulticultural issues

•• Remember to include toys representative of the child's Remember to include toys representative of the child's 
culture and experiences, such as: culture and experiences, such as: 

•• Dolls/puppets of different skin colorsDolls/puppets of different skin colors

•• Ethnically diverse food as well as kitchen utensils Ethnically diverse food as well as kitchen utensils 
representative of different culturesrepresentative of different cultures

•• Musical instrumentsMusical instruments

•• Hats,Hats,

•• Jewelry Jewelry 

SkillsSkills

• Promote and facilitate the effective communication.

• Child lead throughout the play session.  

• Counselor enters child’s world and see through the 
child’s eyes.  

• Helps children feel in control and become intrinsically 
motivated.

• Skills are used with the child as he/she plays with the 
provided toys and materials.

(Bostick & Mitchell, 2009)

Child LeadsChild Leads

By allowing the child to lead:

•You try to see the child’s play through his eyes and you join 
in as a follower.

•Do this through words such as: “During our special play time 
together, you get to choose what you play with.”

•(Using the whisper technique)  “Show me what you want me 
to do with this.”

•With puppets, for example:  “What should I say next?”

•Child hands you a hat and says, “You wear it.” Say:  “You 
want me to put this on.”

(Bostick & Mitchell, 2009)

4 Important skills4 Important skills

• Tracking

• Encouragement

• Reflection of feelings

• Limit Setting

Tracking 

Tracking verbally states what the child is doing and 
saying, using names of items after the child has named 
them.  

•“You chose that one.”

•“You’re putting it in there.”

•“You’ve lined up all the cars and trucks in a row.”
(assuming the child has named them already)

•“You’ve decided to stack those on top of each other.”

Encouragement 

Encouragement conveys the belief in the child’s ability to 
solve her own problem.

•“You worked hard on that and you did it!”

•“You figured our how to stack those to make them 
stand up.”

•“You have a plan for how you want that to look.”

•“You can decide how to do that.”

•“It can be whatever you want it to be.”
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Reflection of Feelings 

Reflection of feelings uses verbal and visual cues, you 
respond to the feelings. 

•“You seem frustrated that the blocks won’t stand up 
where you put them.”

•“The noise you heard startled you.”

•“You really wish you could play longer today.”

•“You look proud of how you did that.”

•“You are disappointed that our time is up for today.”

Limit Setting 

Limit setting is a three step process:

•Acknowledge the child’s feelings and/or desire to do 
something that is unacceptable

•Firmly set the limit on the behavior

•Verbally provide an acceptable alternative.

• “David, I know you would like to play with the play-doh on 
the floor, but it is not for putting on the floor. You may play 
with the play-doh on the tray.”

• “Sara, I know you’d like to pain on the table, but the table is 
not for painting. You may paint on the paper.”

(Landreth, 2002)
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